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President of the Japanese Foundation Hiroyasu Ando welcomed
broadening relations between Iran and Japan especially in cultural field. Ando made the remarks Wednesday in a meeting
with Iranian ambassador to Japan Morteza Rahmani Movahed.
Iran is an important country in the Middle East and in international arena. He also expressed support for the Iranian cinema,
saying it is famous in the world. Ando extended readiness for establishing cooperation in cultural activities with Iran. Meanwhile,
Rahmani Movahed pointed to historical and cultural ties and the
common traditions between the two countries.

Closing Ceremony of
5th Regional & Ritual
Music Festival of Iran
ubbed ‘Ayenedar’, the fifth edition of
Regional & Ritual Music Festival of Iran
wrapped up on Tue. night, awarding 24
prominent musicians who took part in the event.
■ By: Masoud Saki
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Sardar Mosque:

Dates and Walnuts Roulette

A Qajar Era Structure

in Oroumiyeh
he mosque in Iran’s
northwestern city of
Oroumiyeh (also Urmiye) was constructed in Qajar
era (1785-1925) by Abdol Samad Khan, forefather of Azim
al-Saltaneh Sardar.
He installed a big clock on its
entrance gate. That’s why
it has been well known as
Sa’atlu Mosgue because
In Persian language
sa’at means clock. The
mosque includes two
separate parts and the
main and important
part is its grand hall.
The
dome
of the
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mosque is installed on twelve
octagon stone columns.
Upper parts of the columns
are designed with excellent
handy carvings. The small hall
is located exactly at the end of
the main hall which those are
linked together by gate.
All of the used materials
in this building are just the
bricks and mortar plaster.
The other designs and
beauty of this mosque,
the rainbow tiles which
are designed with blue,
pink, green, white and
brown color and AyatAl-Korsi is written
inside one of
the margins
around the
Mehrab.

Bandar Abbas

Hosts Indian

Today’s recipe is wonderful. It is suitable
for your kids as it is the source of energy.
Ingredients:
■ 1 1/2 Lb (680 g) Dates
■ 3/4 Cup All-Purpose Flour
■ 7 Tbsp Butter
■ 1/4 Cup Vegetable Oil
■ 1 Tsp Cinnamon Powder
■ 2/3 Cup Walnuts Shredded Coconut
Preparations:
Remove seeds from the dates. Grind the
walnuts.
Directions:
Grind/mash the dates. Grease a rolling pin
and spread the mashed dates over a plastic or a flexible non stick sheet. Heat 3/4
cup of all-purpose flour in a pan over medium heat until light brown, Stir continuously.
Add 7 Tbsp butter to the pan and continue
stirring for few more minutes. Add 1/4 cup
vegetable oil, stir well. Turn the heat off,
add 1 tsp cinnamon powder, stir and let
cool down for few minutes. Spread the
batter on top of the dates layer. Heat the
ground walnuts over medium heat for few
minutes. Pour the walnuts over the wal-

Cultural Festival
irector General for Cultural
Heritage, Handicrafts industries and Tourism in Hormozgan Reza Boroumand said on Tuesday that Bandar Abbas is to host
India’s cultural festival in FebruaryMarch next year.
Speaking to the Islamic Republic
News Agency (IRNA), he said officials from both sides are mulling the
plan to conduct the festival in its best
possible form.
Tourism tours, traditional music,
mixed music, handicrafts exhibitions, scientific gathering, and documentary fair demonstrating Iran-India culture will be among the agenda
of the cultural festival, he said.
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nuts layer and spread evenly. Begin rolling the roulette gradually and put pressure
each time. Put the roulette in the refrigerator for two hours. Cut the roulette vertically
{as preferred). Sprinkle shredded coconut
over the roulette before serving.

Lithuanian Honorary Consul in Tehran:

World’s Strangest Sharks
Rays ‘on Brink of Extinction’
ome of the world’s most unusual sharks and rays
are on the brink of extinction because of threats
such as commercial fishing, scientists said. A
shark that uses its tail to stun prey and a ray half the
length of a bus are on the list of 50 species, BBC
wrote. The scientists say sharks have a bad image and people do not understand how important and threatened they are. And losing even
one of these “living fossils” would wipe out
millions of years of evolutionary history. “The
biggest myth around sharks is definitely the
perception that they are dangerous, that
they are man-eating machines
– they’re not,” marine biologist Fran Cabada told
BBC. “There have been
some negative interactions recorded but they
are very infrequent and
they’re not intentional.”
This is the first time
sharks, rays and chimeras (fish with cartilage
in place of bones)
have been assessed
for the Edge (Evolutionarily Distinct and
Globally Endangered)
of Existence program.
Most sharks are
at the top of
the food
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chain, which makes them crucial to the health of the
oceans. Losing them would have a big impact on other fish populations and, ultimately, human livelihoods.
“They have very few relatives on the tree of life, so they
are very unique and losing them will actually represent a
big, big loss,” said Fran Cabada. The assessment found
fishing, both targeted and accidental, was to blame for
the steep decline in many of these populations, together
with habitat loss due to coastal development, degradation of mangrove forests, water pollution and trawling.
“The Edge sharks and rays list comprises some of the
most interesting and unique fish we have on this planet,”
said Dr. Matthew Gollock, of ZSL. “The modern extinction of a single species from this list would cause the
loss of millions of years of evolutionary
history.”

Iran Enjoys High Capacity

to Attract Medic
Tourists from Europe
ead of Honorary Consulate of
Lithuania in Iran Mohsen Karimi
Tabbasi said that level of medical equipment and knowledge of Iranian
physicians can be considered as a good
factor for attracting medical tourists from
Europe specially from Lithuania. He
said, “in this regard, Islamic Republic
of Iran can also earn high revenues in
in this lucrative industry due to its high
level o
of medical and healthcare services
especi
especially in its equipped hospitals and
medica
medical treatment centers.” “Focusing
on hea
health tourism is of our main priorities
and co
considering the significant medical
facilitie
facilities and high level of medical knowledge in the country, we are going to bring
medica
medical tourists from Lithuania and then
from itits neighboring countries into the
Islamic Republic of Iran,” he maintained.
Medial tourist is definitely worthwhile for
which can inflow currency into the
Iran w
country, he said, adding, “if medical facountry
cilities in the country are introduced to
foreign tourists appropriately, more
for
revenues will be injected into the
country as well.” To introduce
Iran’s attractions to Lithuania,
““we have corresponded with the
Tourism Department of the country, so
Touris
we will negotiate and expand our
that w
relationship with the Lithuanian tour
relation
agencies in the next step.”
and travel
tr
any other European countries, I
“Like a
sure that Lithuanian tourists will be
am su
excited to see Iranian cities such as
Shiraz, Kerman and Isfahan,” Karimi
Shiraz
Tabbasi reiterated.
Tabbas
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